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QUESTION 1

A merchant running Adobe Commerce for their charity website considers modifying their top menu. They want to include
non-category menu items and have up to four levels of sub-items on top level items for both categories and non-
categories. They provide a mockup and ask which parts require customization. 

Which two areas requiring customization would the Business Practitioner identify after evaluating the mock-up? (Choose
two.) 

A. CMS pages nesting - only categories can be nested using native features. 

B. Item positions require customization - non-category menu items can only be added after categories using native
features. 

C. The Patreon link requires customization - native features don\\'t allow links pointing to different domains. 

D. Contact Form link requires customization - it is not possible to include that feature there because its corresponding
module does not allow this. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

Your Magento Commerce Cloud Pro merchant has told you they will have a large sale event and expect four to five
times the normal traffic for three days. Which solution will eliminate downtime, and allow the infrastructure-to scale for
the event in advance? 

A. Enable and configure scaling in the Magento cloud control panel 

B. Enable and configure scaling in live Cloud section of the Magento admin panel 

C. Submit a Magento support ticket prior to the relevant Information 

D. The cloud environment will auto scale based on the traffic levels 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A merchant is using Magento to manage inventory. The procurement department needs to see which products in the
Clotting attribute set have fewer than 50 items in stock while eliminating all unnecessary columns. How do you do this? 

A. Install a 3rd-party module to provide this report 

B. Enable the Daily Product Inventory Report email feature 

C. Navigate to the Low Stock report and enter the filtering conditions. 

D. Create a new product grid view with the necessary filters and column selections 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Your customer has recently experienced a large uptick in traffic and added a second server. After the new server went
online users started reporting they are losing all their products in their cart. After an engineer investigates you are told
the sessions are being written to the file system while the cache is written to Redis. 

Which two options will resolve the problem? Choose 2 answers 

A. Set your cart to use a custom URL 

B. Eliminate the load balancer for HTTPS traffic 

C. sessions to save to the database 

D. Set sessions to save to REDIS 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

During your migration from Magento 1 to Magento Commerce you changed to a new payment gateway. It was
recommended to keep the company account open with the previous payment gateway to process refunds for historical
orders. You want to ensure there are records of these refunds in Magento for customer service. 

How do you achieve this? 

A. Using the native import function, import a customer finances file. 

B. Create an online credit memo and indicate the transaction information within the comments. 

C. Create an offline credit memo and indicate the transaction information with the comments 

D. Create a return and indicate the transaction information within the comments. 
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Correct Answer: A 
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